
Grades 1-6. Physical fitness combined with math and currency

concepts. Keep an entire class busy as they race to retrieve coins

and add up their value. Or search only for dime coins, collect coins

as part of a team relay, or use as part of a rewards program. The

possibilities are endless! Set includes 88 polystyrene coins,

complete instructions for 4 activities, plus a mesh storage bag.

Coins measure 5" dia x 1⁄16" thick.

Four team racing games for developing hand/eye
coordination while practicing math skills!

Equipment (check your Gopher catalog or call for current pricing)
93-104 Run for the Money™

Run for the Money!
Objective: Teams race to retrieve “coins” and collect the most “money”.

Directions
1. Place all the coins face down inside the activity area (Fig. A). An activity area can be a gym or an area as large as a soccer field depending on class size

and the amount of exercise desired.
2. Divide the group into four teams. Each team borders one side of the activity area.
3. Upon the instructor’s mark, all teams race out into the activity area at once to collect coins. Only one coin per student can be picked up and brought back to

the team’s base each time until all coins have been collected.
4. Each team adds up their money. The team that retrieves the most money wins.

Buddy, Can You Spare a Dime?
Objective: Teams race to retrieve “dimes” and collect the most “money.”

Directions
1. Played like Run for the Money™, except the teams are searching only for the “dime” coins (Fig. A).
2. After 60 seconds (more or less time depending on the size of the activity area), the team that has collected the most coins wins.

The Price Is $?
Objective: Teams race to retrieve “coins” totaling a designated amount.

Directions
1. Place all coins face up inside the activity area (Fig. A).
2. Divide the group into four teams. Each team borders one side of the activity area.
3. The instructor displays an item to the group (knowing the retail price of the item) and asks each team to decide amongst themselves what 

the item is worth.
4. Teams then determine who will retrieve the coins that will add up to  their team’s estimated cost of the item.
5. The team closest to the actual retail price of the item wins.

Go for the Gold!
Objective: Teams race to retrieve denomination-specific “coins” designated to each member.

Directions
1. Place set of colored coins face up in front of each team base (Fig. B). Place all green coins face down in the activity area.
2. Divide the group into four teams. Each team borders one side of the activity area.
3. Upon the instructor’s mark, one team member from each team races out into the activity area to retrieve their coin of the same denomination and 

return it to their team’s base.
4. The next student on each team runs into the activity area to locate their coin. Previous team members are allowed to “coach” other students on 

their team in finding their coins.
5. The first team to retrieve all its coins wins.

Phone: 1-800-533-0446
Fax: 1-800-451-4855 Shop online at www.gophersport.com

Run for the Money™
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